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Re-analysis of next-generation sequencing (NGS) data can help
to resolve undiagnosed cases.1 We report on two patients with
dystonia to illustrate how stringent NGS-variant filtering criteria
can lead to missed diagnoses in the context of variants lying in a
homopolymeric nucleotide tract; at the same time, relaxing
bioinformatic-filter settings can yield false-positive pathogenic
variant-hits in the same homopolymeric stretch, further compli-
cating the NGS-based diagnostic process.

Patient-1, a 16-year-old boy of Czech origin, presented with
repetitive attacks of dystonic spasms (distal-limb predominance),
lasting a few seconds. These abnormal movements were triggered
by voluntary action and showed response to carbamazepine treat-
ment. Patient-2 was a 10-year-old girl with unremarkable family
history who manifested isolated lower-limb dystonia since age
6. Examination revealed bilateral inward rotation of the legs and
twisting movements of the toes during longer walks.

Both patients underwent NGS studies in a program applying
whole-exome sequencing (WES) as a first-tier molecular test.2

However, data analyses implementing standard minor-allele fre-
quency (MAF) filters (<0.001 for heterozygous variants)2 could not
identify any (likely) pathogenic alterations. Motivated by the recent
observation of dystonia-causal mutations with higher-than-expected
population frequencies,3,4 we re-evaluated NGS datasets with MAF
cutoffs of 1%. This led to identification of described pathogenic
PRRT2 variants situated in a homopolymeric stretch in patient-1
(NM_145239.3:c.649dup) and patient-2 (NM_145239.3:c.649del)
(Fig. 1A,B). The variants were investigated with Sanger-sequencing,
which verified c.649dup (patient-1), but demonstrated c.649del
(patient-2) to be an erroneous mutation call (Fig. 1C–E).

Segregation analysis detected c.649dup in patients-1’s father who
had epilepsy during childhood. There was no indication of allelic
dropout in patient-2. Re-analysis of parent–child trio-WES data
identified no other relevant candidate variants for patient-2. Homo-
polymeric stretches represent strings of identical nucleotides that are
spread across the genome and highly mutable. These tracts are
prone to slipped strand mispairing which consequently leads to
polymerase-induced errors such as insertions or deletions (indels) of
one or more nucleotides creating a new genomic variant.5 The
same can occur under laboratory PCR approaches, representing
standard steps in targeted short-read NGS experiments. Examina-
tions of WES outputs indicate that PCR amplifications can
introduce a substantial number of artificial indels, especially in low-
complexity regions such as homopolymers.6,7 The homopolymeric
cytosine tract in PRRT2’s exon 2 (NM_145239.3:c.641–649) has
recently been highlighted as a pitfall in NGS studies.8 Both
c.649dup and c.649del have repeatedly been reported as causative
for PRRT2-related movement disorders.9 Nevertheless, these indels
were filtered out upon primary WES-data analyses because of their
high MAFs in controls (gnomAD-v2.1.1: c.649dup:0.003;
c.649del:0.004). These MAFs, inconsistent with the rarity of
PRRT2-associated diseases, are explainable by sequencing artifacts
in PRRT2’s nucleotide-tract c.641–649.8 From an analytic-technical
point-of-view, two conclusions emerge: (i) NGS-based diagnostics
of phenotypes linked to variants in homopolymeric stretches should
be done with expanded MAF-filter settings; and (ii) pathogenic-
variant hits identified in such homopolymers should be treated with
caution and prompt secondary validation. From a clinical-practical
point-of-view, the following three points deserve consideration:
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(i) Moving from single-gene tests to WES has substantially increased
the diagnostic yield, but the method comes with greater challenges
in data analysis. Although the pretest probability for a PRRT2 alter-
ation was high for patient-1, unbiased sequencing strategies are now
considered the method of choice for studying dystonic disorders
due to genetic heterogeneity and impracticability of exon-by-exon
Sanger approaches.2 Nevertheless, we highlight that phenomenol-
ogy plays a huge role in guiding genetic testing, and one may argue
that a targeted screen for known PRRT2 mutations may have been
another straightforward way to diagnosis in patient-1; (ii) evaluation
of the significance of NGS variants relies heavily on the phenotypic
information provided by ordering clinicians. For patient-2, a pheno-
type description of childhood-onset limb dystonia with fluctuating
intensity was considered during WES-data interpretation. Our
knowledge of genotype–phenotype correlations expands steadily
and we are not yet able to decipher all associations between
detected variants and disease expressions. Notably, there have been
reports describing exercise-related longer-lasting leg stiffness, resem-
bling features of patient-2, in association to mutant PRRT2.10

Therefore, the PRRT2 c.649del variant-call was prioritized as the
potential cause of patient-2’s clinical manifestation. This stresses the
need for delivery of precise phenotype catalogs to genetic laborato-
ries and interdisciplinary exchange. In the case of patient-2, a geno-
mic board involving geneticists and neuropediatric experts was
instrumental in determining that the patient’s clinical picture was

more atypical for PRRT2-related disease; and (iii) phenotypic
expansions are discovered at a fast pace, and clinicians are facing
many uncommon presentations of well-defined inherited condi-
tions. In view of the NGS-identified c.649del variant-call, neuro-
pediatricians considered the possibility of an atypical manifestation
of PRRT2-related disease for patient-2, but simultaneously initiated
Sanger-sequencing characterized c.649del as a false-positive NGS
hit, so that in the end no erroneous diagnosis was made. Our obser-
vations highlight the need for consideration of analytic pitfalls in
WES data analyses, precise genotypic-phenotypic correlations, and
multidisciplinary team discussions to ensure accurate diagnostic out-
put from NGS studies.
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